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EXPERTS SAY NO NEED TO CANCEL
THANKSGIVING, BUT PLAY IT SAFE
By Carla K. Johnson | The Associated Press

A safe Thanksgiving during a pandemic is possible, but health
experts know their advice is as tough to swallow as dry turkey:
Stay home. Don't travel. If you must gather, do it outdoors.
With a fall surge of coronavirus infections gripping the U.S.,
many Americans are forgoing tradition and getting creative with
celebrations.
For the first time in five years, Atlanta nutrition consultant
Marisa Moore won't travel to South Carolina to see her large
extended family. Instead, she plans to video chat with them as
she attempts her first home-baked apple pie. When it's time to
eat, they'll compare plates.
"We'll talk all day," Moore said.
On Monday, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
updated its holiday guidance, noting the virus crisis is worsening
and that small household gatherings are "an important contributor." The CDC said older adults and others at heightened risk of
severe illness should avoid gathering with people outside their
households.
Experts point to Canada, where Thanksgiving was celebrated
Oct. 12. Clusters of cases tied to family gatherings followed.
"This sucks. It really, really does," Canada Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau said two weeks later.
There's no need to cancel the holiday. Spending time with
loved ones is important for health too, said Lacy Fehrenbach,
Washington state deputy secretary of health.
The coronavirus spreads more easily when people are crowded together inside, so Fehrenbach encourages new outdoor
traditions such as hiking as a family. Guest lists for indoor feasts
should be small enough so people can sit 6 feet apart while
unmasked and eating, she said. Open the windows to keep air
circulating.
The more people who attend a gathering, the greater the
chances that someone in the party will be carrying the virus,
Fehrenbach said, "even someone that you know and love."
On any other Thanksgiving, dozens of Olga Garcia's family

'THIS IS PROOF':
BIDEN'S WIN REVEALS POWER OF BLACK VOTERS
By Kat Stafford, Aaron Morrison and Angeliki Kastanis | The Associated Press

When Eric Sheffield first saw Joe Biden take the lead in the
vote count in Georgia, the 52-year-old Black man immediately
thought about all the years he spent urging his Black friends
and family to vote and all the times he saw his preferred candidate lose.
"Over the years, a lot of Black people have said, 'Well, my vote
doesn't matter,'" the real estate development analyst in Atlanta
said Friday. "This is proof that our vote does matter."
Even as votes are still tallied, there's little dispute that Black
voters were a driving national force pushing the former vice
president to the winner's column. By overwhelmingly backing
Biden and showing up in strong numbers, Black voters not
only helped deliver familiar battleground states to the Democrat, but they also created a new one in the longtime GOP
bastion of Georgia — potentially remaking presidential politics
for years to come.
Activists pointed to the results as a repudiation of the racist
rhetoric of President Donald Trump and an endorsement of
Biden's choice of Kamala Harris, the first Black woman on a
major party presidential ticket, as his running mate. But they
also credited their years of work organizing voters and signaled
they intended to seek a return on their investment.
"We saw this early — we believed in us," said Maurice Mitchell,
a Movement for Black Lives strategist and national director of
the Working Families Party — a progressive multiracial grassroots effort. "We believed in the power of Black voters and Black
organizers in our movement."
Black voters made up 11% of the national electorate, and 9
in 10 of them supported Biden, according to AP VoteCast, an
expansive survey of more than 110,000 voters nationwide. Both
figures are about on par with 2016, when Democrat Hillary
Clinton also overwhelmingly won Black voters' support but fell
short of winning the White House, according to Pew Research
Center estimates.
But when compared to Clinton, Biden drew more voters in
critical areas with large Black populations. In Wayne County,
Michigan, which includes Detroit, and in Milwaukee County,

his role in the passage of federal criminal justice legislation in
the 1990s that lengthened sentences for violent crimes, helped
Wisconsin, Biden added to his vote totals and his margins
fill prisons and flooded Black communities with police officers.
compared to Clinton, while Trump's votes failed to match the
Others in the party were unhappy with his positions on health
Democratic gains. The increase in the Democratic vote in Milcare, climate change and economic policy.
waukee, about 28,000 votes, was more than the 20,000-vote lead
Polling suggests those tensions did not hurt Biden in the
Biden had in the state.
end. Black Biden voters were much more likely than other
While votes are still being counted in Philadelphia, Biden
Biden voters — especially those who were white — to say they
had not surpassed Clinton's 2016 total vote tally in the county.
were casting their ballots for the Democrat rather than against
Still, he received at least 93% of the vote in the city's wards
Trump, according to AP VoteCast.
where more than 75% of the population is Black, according to
For many Black women, Biden's choice of Harris, who will
an Associated Press analysis.
be the first Black woman and the first South Asian woman to
But perhaps the most striking evidence for the influence
hold the vice presidency, made their votes an extension of the
of Black voters was in Georgia, where Biden's slim edge could
legacy of civil rights workers Fannie Lou Hamer and Shirley
make him the first Democratic presidential candidate to win
Chisholm.
the Republican stronghold in nearly three decades. The AP has
"This literally is what our ancestors have fought and died for —
not called that race.
the freedom, liberation and survival that they knew they would
So far, the Democrat has added 588,600 voters in Georgia
never live to see, but they knew that it was so important for
compared to Clinton's tally in 2016, while Trump saw an
generations to come," said Alencia Johnson, a political strategist
increase of only 366,900. Almost half of Biden's gains came
and Biden adviser.
from the four largest counties — Fulton, DeKalb, Gwinnett
Behind that sentiment was massive voter mobilization.
and Cobb — all in the Atlanta metro area with large Black
Black Voters Matter Fund targeted more than 15 states, sendpopulations.
ing a fleet of buses on road trips across the nation. In Georgia
Biden acknowledged Black voters' role during his victory
alone, they reached more than 500,000 voters and sent nearly
speech Saturday night, noting the "African American commu2 million text messages.
nity stood up again for me."
The effort was helped in that state by implementation of
"You've always had my back, and I'll have yours," he said.
statewide automatic registration when voters obtain or renew
In 2008 and 2012, Black voters showed up in record numbers
state IDs. Black voter registrations increased by 40% in both
for Barack Obama, the nation's first Black president — setting a
Fulton and Gwinnett counties, according to the Georgia secrenew high bar. But Black voter turnout dropped significantly in
tary of state. The increase in the growing counties outpaced the
key cities in 2016, prompting debate within the party about why
6% increase in the Black population over the same time period.
and a feeling among Black voters that they were being blamed
Turnout may also have been boosted by new rules making
for Trump's victory.
it easier to vote during the pandemic. After many Black voters
But as Biden declared his candidacy and was competitive in
experienced long lines during primary elections in Georgia and
the Democratic primary, it was Black voters in states such as
Wisconsin, many were motivated to take advantage of mail-in
South Carolina, Virginia and Alabama who aligned with the
and early voting options, helping Biden's campaign bank those
former vice president and helped him win the nomination.
votes early.
The choice of Biden was a source of tension within the party
— particularly among progressive activists who were critical of
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members would squeeze into her home to make tamales, watch
football and tell stories. This year, the 61-year-old professional
caregiver will deliver food to family spread along 30 miles of the
North Cascades Highway in Washington state.
If the plan works, everyone will sit down at the same time to
eat in their own homes and join a group phone call.
"We're going to be wise about this," Garcia said. "We're just
crossing our fingers that in 2021 we'll be able to sit down at our
table and get crazy again."
What about a quarantine? The magic day to start a preThanksgiving quarantine is Nov. 13, according to Lindsey
Leininger, who leads the Nerdy Girls, a cadre of scientists collaborating on a website called Dear Pandemic.
A strict quarantine would mean no grocery shopping, no
working outside the home and no in-person school for 14 days.
What about testing? The best day to test would be as close
to Turkey Day as possible while still leaving enough time to get
results. But a test might not catch a still brewing infection so the
best plan is the quarantine for two weeks — the time it can take
for symptoms to show up.
Instead of that rigmarole, Leininger said her children will see
their grandparents via Zoom on Thanksgiving. After dinner, the
family will meet neighbors in the driveway for pie.
"We bring our own pie and they bring their own pie," said
Leininger of Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire.
"It's cold here in northern New England, but pie can be a quick
activity."
When it seems cruel that everything most loved about
Thanksgiving is forbidden, finding humor in absurdity can help.
In a video on Twitter, New York comedian Matt Buechele offers
an increasingly silly list of Thanksgiving precautions, including
water balloons filled with gravy and kids' tables for all.
"Before we eat, everyone's going to go around the table, say
one thing they're thankful for and one thing they scream into
their pillow at night," Buechele said.

That's a joke, but the comedian thinks it could be a cathartic
practice. "The thing I continue to scream into my pillow is, 'Why
is it like this? It didn't have to be this way! And, my God, when
will it end?'" he said.
In New Jersey, the nonprofit HealthBarn Foundation usually co-hosts a sit-down Thanksgiving feast for 150 older adults.
This year, volunteers prepared and froze individual meals and
packaged them in insulated bags. Seniors will be able reheat the
food at home.
"No one wanted to cancel it," said HealthBarn director Stacey
Antine. "You want to show that you still love people and honor
them. And you want to make sure that they have nutritious food
for this important holiday dinner."
In Washington state, Garcia will get up before dawn to roast
a 20-pound turkey and bake capirotada, a bread pudding layered with cheese, bananas, raisins, cinnamon and pecans. Her
siblings will prepare other specialties in their homes: tamales,
enchiladas, pico de gallo, ceviche, green bean casserole, yams
with marshmallows, pumpkin pie and pecan pie. Up and down
the route, the feast will be divided into boxes and delivered.
"It's a sad time," Garcia said. "But it can also be a grateful time:
that we're all here, that we have a roof over our head, a job to go
to and enough food to go around. And for those that don't have
enough, we can say, 'Here's a plate.'"
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